
PLUNDER AHOY!
THUNDERSHOTSTM

X marks the spot for big wins and features in this brand new jolly pirate slot featuring 
ThundershotsTM!

Uncover the red X’s with wins to dig up the Free Games map, and once in Free Games, 
each red X you uncover will reveal a prize chest containing a plethora of different prizes 
and bonuses!

Dig up Multipliers, extra Free Games, instant Cash Prizes, Bonus Wilds and 
Thundershots™ during the Free Games, and during ThundershotsTM unlock a super 
boosted version of Free Games for even more wins!

RTP 
VARIANTS
AVAILABLE

INNOVATION 
RELEASE

TARGET AUDIENCE
• Cascade Fans
• High Potential Features

GAME FEATURES
• Free Games
• Fire the Cannons
• ThundershotsTM

GAME PLAYING STYLE
Pursuit: These slots take patience - payouts are rare but often bigger. For 
the more experienced slot fans in pursuit of bigger wins. 

PLAYERS MAY ALSO LIKE
• Thundershots™ series
• Fire Blaze™ Golden: Buccaneer Bells

INSPIRED BY
• The success of the Thundershots™ series and its retail and casino

crossover potential

COMBINED FEATURE FREQUENCY 
1 in 129 spins

1000x HIT RATE
1 in 50,000 spins

UNLOCK DATE
22.09.22

RELEASE DATE
02.08.22

FREESPINS
YES5x4 ReelsVolatility Win Distribution

L M H10p
Minimum Bet RTP

95+%
94+%

40

Paylines



GAME PLAYING STYLE

ENGAGE
Lower volatility games offering smaller, but more 
regular wins, with a range of and/or frequently 
triggering features. These games are typically 

acquisition titles, designed to create variety and 
excitement for new players.

BALANCED
Games with a more medium volatility feel, usually 

offering some feature variety and less frequent, but 
generally bigger, wins than Light games. Balanced 

games are likely to appeal to slightly more experienced 
players, offering less playing time for the same money, 

but a greater chance of bigger wins.  

PURSUIT
Features and wins occur less frequently in Pursuit 

games, but are typically more lucrative when they do; 
as such, these higher volatility slots appeal to more 

experienced players happy to wait for feature rounds 
and big wins. 




